THE VALUE OF CAMP MAINTENANCE TRACKING

A Benefits Reference for Embraer Executive Jets Customers

Value Protection

An Introduction to CAMP Systems
and CAMP Maintenance Tracking
Embraer has selected CAMP Systems International as the
preferred maintenance tracking provider for Embraer Executive
Jets. CAMP has a rich history of supporting the business
aviation community with its advanced, web-based technology
and in-depth support services.
CAMP’s flagship product, Maintenance Tracking, has been
designed to help you, the aircraft owner/operator, manage
the maintenance and regulatory compliance of your jet. In
addition to regulatory compliance, there are many reasons
why it is important to be on the manufacturer’s maintenance
program including Resale Value, Safety, Scheduling and Cost
Effectiveness, just to name a few.
We invite you to review the benefits of utilizing CAMP.

Regulatory Compliance
Regulatory authorities around the world place the responsibility of operating a safe
aircraft on the owner/operator. CAMP can assist you in fulfilling that responsibility.
CAMP tracks and archives each and every maintenance event on your jet. Did you
know that there are over 1,000 items that you are responsible for tracking on your
Phenom 100, and even more on the Phenom 300, the Legacy 600/650, and the
Lineage 1000. (see side bar for details)
• CAMP has the most extensive database of aircraft maintenance and
compliance requirements in the world. Data is continually changing and you
are expected to be familiar with every change including:
- Chapters 4 & 5, revised periodically throughout the
operating life of the aircraft

Safety and Efficiency

- Service Bulletins, released regularly

CAMP helps you make sure that your aircraft is ready to go when you
are. Convenience and flexibility were likely on the list of reasons why
you opted to purchase your jet. To keep these at the top of the list you
need to make sure that all systems are in top operating order. CAMP
helps you:
• Make sure that your Embraer jet is precisely maintained and
safe at all times (CAMP strictly adheres to Embraer’s
maintenance program)
• Schedule maintenance that is coming due
• Project future maintenance
• Nearly eliminate the occurrence of unscheduled downtime
• Provide the data your Service Center needs to perform
maintenance. With your authorization, CAMP can make your
aircraft’s records accessible to your Service Center.
• Maintain your Phenom’s P&WC engines through Engine
Condition Trend Monitoring (ECTM). ECTM is the routine
tracking, collection, and examination of aircraft data in order to
identify, maintain and maximize operational performance.
Don’t let maintenance interfere with your travel plans or finances.
CAMP lets you know in advance when maintenance needs to be done
so that you can plan ahead and control costs.

Tracking
Your Jet

CAMP helps you protect your valuable asset. There may come a time when you
will want to sell your aircraft. Perspective buyers will want to see the maintenance
history of your aircraft, both completed and coming due. CAMP’s detailed record
keeping of your maintenance data makes this request easy to fulfill. The result is a
higher resale value and a more marketable aircraft.

Tracking the maintenance of your jet requires
accuracy and detail. The figures below show just
how much data must be tracked on your Embraer
Jet. This reflects the number of Inspections,
Components, Service Bulletins and AD notes
currently being tracked for each model:

Phenom 100

over 1,000

Legacy 600/650

over 3,500

Phenom 300

over 1,200

Lineage 1000

over 4,000

- Component Replacements
- Compliance Update
- Airworthiness Directives
• CAMP meets government regulatory requirements for aircraft operated under
ANAC, FAA, EASA, Transport Canada, CASA, and others.
• If you miss a requirement you run the risk of incurring expensive fines and
having your aircraft grounded. CAMP can help you avoid costly
non-compliance fines and unscheduled downtime.
• CAMP’s Document Management allows you to archive additional important
documentation such as wiring diagrams, supplemental maintenance manuals,
ICA’s and more.
• Easily retrieve your aircraft logs and documents from anywhere, at any time
with an Internet connection and browser. Your aircraft records are kept on
CAMP’s secure, redundant server making it quick and convenient to collect
documentation for audits, maintenance or even resale.

Trust, Experience and Peace of Mind
CAMP is a name you can trust. With over 40 years experience, CAMP is recognized
as the compliance expert for business category aircraft. CAMP melds technology
with the basic philosophy that professional level maintenance tracking is much more
than software; it is a service. For this reason the following support is readily available
to Embraer owners and operators:
• A dedicated Aircraft Analyst for both quality control and support
• An Application Support Team for answers to your “how-to” questions
• Regional Field Service Representatives (FSR) strategically
positioned across the globe
• A dedicated FSR located at the Sâo José dos Campos facility
• Webinar training conducted live by the Application Support Team
• Video training via YouTube™(www.youtube.com/fieldservicerep)

About CAMP | CAMP Systems International is the world’s leading provider of business aviation maintenance management solutions and support services. A
pioneer since 1968, CAMP’s innovative web-based products include Maintenance Tracking, Flight Scheduling, Inventory Management and Engine Condition
Trend Monitoring (P&WC engines). CAMP is positioned globally, with offices in New York (Headquarters), Paris, Montreal, India, Wichita, Little Rock, Florida, New
Jersey, and New Hampshire. CAMP is the factory maintenance tracking provider for several renowned aircraft manufacturers. To learn more about CAMP, call
877-411-CAMP or visit www.campsystems.com.
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